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Motivation, research questions

• Literature on the role of quantitative and qualitative 

information in capital markets

• Tetlock et al. (2008, opening paragraph): 

‘A voluminous literature examines the extent to which stock market prices incorporate

quantitative information. Although few researchers study the impact of qualitative verbal 

information, there are compelling theoretical and empirical reasons to do so’.

• An increasing number of papers has focused on how information arriving in 

qualitative form affects capital market decision making, e.g., textual analysis, 

analysis of ‘affect’ (vocal cues), …

• Broadly speaking, research finds an incremental role for qualitative 

information as inputs to financial decisions: 

• Investors respond to qualitative information via stock returns

• Analysts react via earnings forecast revisions and/or changes in 

recommendations. 
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Motivation, research questions

• Literature on the ‘black box’ of sell-side financial analysts

• Call for focus on ‘black box’ despite a vast literature on analysts, their incentives, 

inputs, outputs, insights 

• Conclusion in survey paper by Kothari et al. 2016:

‘….understanding how analysts form and revise their true expectations is crucial ’

• Ramnath et al. (2008), Bradshaw (2011), Brown et al. (2015) emphasize the 

importance of opening the ‘black box’ of analyst advice –research needs to focus 

on what information analysts use and how they use it is
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Motivation, research questions

• Question 1: Is there a joint (complementary) role for 

quantitative and qualitative information in the context of 

analyst forecasts of fundamental risk? 

• Why risk forecasts? 

• Despite the importance of risk assessment in investment decisions, 

the literature on fundamental risk forecasting is relatively scarce…

• …to our knowledge no study has documented the role of qualitative 

information in this context.

• Evidence in JPS (2016) that forecasts of firm risk (state-contingent 

valuation risk) do not exhibit bias similar to first moment forecasts.
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Motivation, research questions

• Question 2: Do conditions of macro-uncertainty influence 

the relative roles of quantitative vs qualitative information for 

risk forecasting?

• Why focus on conditions of macro-uncertainty?

• Evidence that forecast setting parameters change under conditions 

of higher macro-uncertainty

• Higher macro-uncertainty leads to a heightened investor demand for information 

and reliance on analyst advice (Amiram et al. 2014; Loh and Stulz 2016).

• Loh and Stulz (2016): ‘changed’ analyst behavior during ‘bad times’: harder work, 

better (appropriately-scaled) forecasts. “Analysts change what they do.”

• JPS (2016): forecasts of firm risk (state-contingent valuation risk) ‘changed’ during 

and after the financial crisis with the forecasts becoming better calibrated.

• Garcia (2013): increased role for ‘sentiment’ as a predictor of stock returns during 

recessions

• (Kacperczyk et al. 2014, 2014: changing ‘attention allocation’ of mutual fund 

managers as a function of the business cycle)
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Data setting 

• We merge two datasets to construct a unique research setting

• DATA SET 1: Morgan Stanley investment reports containing scenario-

based valuation estimates

• Sample period: 2007-2012

• Universe: North America coverage

• DATA SET 2: Transcripts of Earnings Conference Calls [ECC]

• Source: www.seekingalpha.com

• Investor-oriented website in the US, broad coverage of publicly-

traded companies, free access to ECC transcripts

• Time period: 2006 – 2013

• Matching criteria: Report within 30 days post-ECC

• 74% of sample is within 2 days post-ECC

• Resulting sample: 4,366 observations (624 firms, 125 analysts)

http://www.seekingalpha.com/
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Data setting: Scenario-based 

investment reports

• Key features:

• Mandatory inclusion of scenario-estimates in reports starting in 2007

• Output in each report: 3 scenario estimates, dubbed Bull, Bear, Base 

case (along with Price target, EPS forecasts and rating) 

• Allows computing proxy for fundamental risk forecast

• Scenario-based investment reports more prominent in recent years:

• UBS, Barclays, RBC Capital Markets, Credit Suisse

• Use in other studies: 

• JPS (2016), Joos and Piotroski (2017), Hope et al. (2016)
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Spread=

(190-95)/[(190+95)/2]=

0.667
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Data setting: ECCs 

• Key features:
• One of the major forms of communication firms use to supplement the 

information contained in their financial statements and other regulatory 

filings.

• Source of both quantitative and qualitative information as ECCs feature 

spoken language that goes beyond (boilerplate) statements in filings.

• Format: typically two parts:

• Introduction: Brief introduction of the management team present on the call and a 

legal disclaimer about forward-looking statements. Then company executives (CEO, 

CFO, etc.) give an overview of the operating performance for the quarter just ended 

and provide information on future plans and operations. 

• Q&A: After the introductory statements by managers, the call is opened to questions 

from analysts and investors. 

• Vast literature on information role of ECCs with focus on different types of 

information

• Some recent examples: Matsumoto et al. (2011), Mayew and Venkatachalam (2012), 

Bochkay et al. (2017), …
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Data setting: ECCs 

• Brown et al. (2015, Table 1):  
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Main variables of interest 

• Risk forecast: SPREAD = (Bull-Bear)/[(Bull+Bear)/2]

• Quantitative information: 

• Actual earnings per share (EPS) minus analyst consensus forecast of one- or 

two-quarters ahead earnings, issued or reviewed in the last 60 days before 

earnings announcement, divided by stock price at the end of the quarter

• Absolute value

• Qualitative information:
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A bit more on Tone 

• Tone measured using Loughran and McDonald (2011) financial sentiment 

dictionary (http://www3.nd.edu/~mcdonald/World_lists.html)

• ‘Bag-of-words’ method

• L&M (2011) is 1) comprehensive, and 2) financial communication-

based (10-Ks)

• We count ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ words and use these counts to 

define our main variable

• In further analysis, we refine this Tone variable along four dimensions:

1. We separately measure PosTone and NegTone.

2. We measure the intensity of Tone and define ExtremeTone vs. ModerateTone. We rely on the 

methodology of Bochkay et al. (2016) who define and validate these two variables

3. We use XML tags in the transcript of the ECCs to separately calculate the Tone of the introductory part 

and the Q&A part of the ECC

4. We use XML tags  in the transcript of the ECCs to separately calculate the Tone of management and 

the analysts during the interactive Q&A part of the ECC
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Examples of Tone-relevant words

• When we look at our terrific fourth-quarter and full-year 2006 results, one thing

is very clear: what a success[…] We have done a phenomenal job operating

our core business […] Our vibrant business continues to throw off huge

amounts of cash […] I am really enthusiastic about the future... I have

unequivocal full confidence that our team will continue to lead this company

with success and indeed, with distinction.

(Q4 2006 Conference call, CBS Corporation)

• Our results in the fourth quarter were very disappointing. Our operating results

were negatively impacted from the Southern California wildfires, increasing

severity of auto losses, adverse development of prior period reserves […].

Mercury’s investment portfolio has suffered through another difficult period

[…]”

(Q4 2008, Mercury General Corporation)
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Connecting the ECC 

with the analyst notes

Quantitative

Connection
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Connecting the ECC 

with the analyst notes

For this ECC:

UE = -0.00092

AbsUE = 0.00092

Quantitative

Connection
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Connecting the ECC 

with the analyst notes

For this ECC:

Tone = 0.24

PosTone=1.08

NegTone=0.84

Qualititative

Connection
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Question 1: Prediction 

• If AbsUE and Tone capture complimentary aspects of future fundamental 

risk, we expect both to map into estimates of Spread

• UE:

• U-shaped relation with Spread: big ‘shocks’ map into bigger 

forecasts of risk   linear relation for AbsUE

• Tone:

• Kothari et al. 2009, Campbell et al. 2014, 2017

• Linear negative relation of Tone and firm risk measures

• Intuition: Ng et al. 2009
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• Descriptives

• Determinants model of Spread as per JPS (2016) and Lui et al. (2007)

Question 1: Findings 
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Univariate relation between 

spread and UE and Tone
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Question 2: Prediction 

• Connecting macro-uncertainty and analyst activities, e.g., 

• Amiram et al. 2014; Loh and Stulz 2016

• More demand for analyst output; Changing properties of analyst output 

• Different effect of idiosyncratic firm uncertainty and macro-uncertainty

• JPS (2016): changing properties of Spread during and after FC

• Changing relation with Beta (stronger) and Base-Return(weaker)

• Better calibration

• Will changing conditions of macro-uncertainty affect the relative roles of 

quantitative and qualitative information?

• Garcia (2013)

• Psych lit showing that ‘mood states’ affect information processing… 

• Behavioral economics lit showing that sentiment affects market variables…

• Bottomline: ‘recessions’ correspond with heightened sensitivity to ‘news’ and 

stronger role for sentiment

• His measurement of sentiment is similar to our measure of Tone 

• Source of info is financial columns in the New York Times
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Question 2: Prediction 

• Our proxies for Macro-uncertainty: 

• HIGH VIX: Indicator variable equal to 1 if VIX for the observation > 

Median VIX over the sample period, 0 otherwise

• Crisis: Indicator variable equal to 1 if the observation occurs during a 

crisis period as identified by NBER, 0 otherwise (12/2007-6/2009)

• Related but distinct: high VIX can also occur when markets are up
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• Analysts change what they do?

• Evidence consistent with Garcia (2013): during recessions augmented prediction 
role for ‘sentiment’ (~Tone)

• Robustness: firm-specific uncertainty?  effect on both AbsUE and Tone
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Does incorporation of qualitative info

affect Spread’s predictive ability?

• Intuitively: If analysts correctly assess state-contingent risk in their 

forecasts of Spread, then Spread will be associated with the magnitude of 

ex post absolute forecast errors (i.e., a positive relation) JPS (2016)

• Dealing with the sequential nature of our variables of interest: 

• We estimate a path analysis to examine the relation between AbsUE and 

Tone and absolute valuation errors, with a mediating role for Spread

ECC 

Information
Spread

Absolute Valuation 

Errors

AbsUE

Tone
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Path analysis results 

DIRECTINDIRECT

JPS

Full HUncert LUncert
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Net Tone vs. Pos/Neg Tone

• Our main variable Tone is a ‘net’ metric

• Survey paper by Loughran & McDonald (2016, section 6.3) highlights

potential problems with positive tone or net tone (p. 1217):

‘positive words […] in addition to their positive usage are just as 

frequently used to frame a negative statement.’ 

• We split Tone into its positive and negative components PosTone and 

NegTone and re-estimate the main analyses
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Mitigates concern that our use of a net measure 
leads to ambiguous results since positive words can 
be used in negative statements

Net Tone vs. Pos/Neg Tone
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Untabulated results: effect of macro-uncertainty 

No Effect
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Extreme/Moderate Tone 

• Our main variable Tone is a ‘binary’ metric

• Bochkay et al. (2017) [BCH] expand this definition and develop a 

dictionary of linguistic extremity. Using a similar sample of ECCs they 

find that market participants respond more strongly to extreme rather 

than moderate language.

• We use the BCH dictionary and measure the variables ExtremeTone and 

ModerateTone to replace the single Tone variable
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ExtremeTone

ModerateTone

ExtremeTone
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Result is different from finding in BCH who show that both ExtremeTone and 
ModerateTone map into analyst forecast revisions of earnings

~ risk forecasting differs from modeling earnings revisions

~ Linguistic intensity captures conviction necessary to affect risk forecasts, 
moderate tone does not
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Intro vs. Q&A Tone 

• Our main variable Tone measures the tone of the entire ECC

• Previous research draws a distinction between the informativeness of the 

introductory and Q&A part of the ECC.  Recent examples: 

• Matsumoto et al. (2011), Lee (2015),…

• Survey evidence in Brown et al. (2015, Table 3) underlines the 

appreciation by analysts of the two parts:
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Intro vs. Q&A; Mgt vs. Analysts

• We define two variables ToneIntro and ToneQ&A to capture the Tone of 

the different parts of the ECCs

• Remember Table 1:

• Additionally, we can tag the tone of both management and the analysts 

during the Q&A part of the ECC, allowing us to define ExecToneQA and 

AnaToneQA

• ExecToneQA: Mean = 0.50; StDev= 0.63

• AnaToneQA: Mean= -0.38; StDev= 0.63
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Bottomline 

• Analysts incorporate both quantitative and qualitative information in 

their estimates of fundamental risk

• First to show directional impact of Tone on risk forecasts

• The relative role of both types of information is affected by the degree of 

macro-uncertainty at the time of the forecasts 

• Further analyses draw attention to the separate roles of positive and 

negative tone, extreme vs. moderate tone, the tone of the different parts

of the ECC and the tone of the participants of the ECC. 

• We believe that our findings help to understand (a bit) better what is 

inside the black box of analyst forecasting activities

• We highlight the relevance of the forecast context: 

• …what makes a forecast setting ‘difficult’ and 

• …what actions do analysts take to deal with this difficulty.
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Extra
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Europe Asia Middle East


